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ABSTRACT
We have carried out a search for radio emission at 820 MHz from six X-ray dim isolated neutron
stars with the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Radio Telescope. No transient or pulsed emission was
found using fast folding, fast Fourier transform, and single-pulse searches. The corresponding flux
limits are about 0.01 mJy for pulsed emission, depending on the integration time for the particular
source and assuming a duty cycle of 2%, and 20 mJy for single dispersed pulses. These are the most
sensitive limits to date on radio emission from X-ray dim isolated neutron stars. There is no evidence
for isolated radio pulses, as seen in a class of neutron stars known as rotating radio transients. Our
results imply that either the radio luminosities of these objects are lower than those of any known radio
pulsars, or they could simply be long-period nearby radio pulsars with high magnetic fields beaming
away from the Earth. To test the latter possibility, we would need around 40 similar sources to provide
a 1σ probability of at least one of them beaming toward us. We also give a detailed description of our
implementation of the Fast Folding Algorithm.
Subject headings: methods: data analysis — stars: neutron
1. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of two unusual X-ray sources,
RX J1856.5−3754 and RX J0720.4−3125, by the ROSAT
satellite in the mid-1990s (Walter et al. 1996; Haberl
et al. 1996, 1997) gave rise to a new class of isolated
radio-quiet neutron stars that are commonly known as
X-ray dim isolated neutron stars (XDINS). To date, a
total of seven such sources are known9, all discovered in
the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Voges et al. 1999), which
share very similar properties (see Haberl 2004, 2007; Ka-
plan 2008). They are related to the local overabundance
of young stars, known as the Gould Belt (Popov et al.
2003).
XDINSs are characterized by soft blackbody-like spec-
tra with temperatures kT ∼ 40–100 eV, with no indi-
cation of harder, non-thermal components. Their X-
ray fluxes are very stable, with stringent limits of a
few percent on long-term variability (Walter et al. 1996;
Haberl et al. 1997; Motch et al. 1999). However, long-
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term spectral variations have recently been found for
RX J0720.4−3125 (Haberl et al. 2006, and references
therein). Very faint optical counterparts have been de-
tected for six of the XDINSs to varying confidence lev-
els (Walter & Matthews 1997; Motch & Haberl 1998;
Kulkarni & van Kerkwijk 1998; Haberl et al. 2004a; Ka-
plan et al. 2002, 2003a; Zane et al. 2008; Schwope et al.
2009) with extremely large X-ray to optical flux ratios
of fx/fopt & 10
4 (see, e.g., Schwope et al. 1999, and
references therein). Limits on optical counterparts for
the other known XDINSs correspond to fx/fopt of at
least 103 (e.g., Zampieri et al. 2001). Such large values
strongly suggest that XDINSs are isolated neutron stars
(Maccacaro et al. 1988; Treves et al. 2000).
Low values of hydrogen column density NH ∼
1020 cm−2 derived from their X-ray spectra signify that
XDINSs are nearby objects not further than 1 kpc
away (Posselt et al. 2007). This is confirmed by par-
allax measurements (van Kerkwijk & Kaplan 2007; Ka-
plan et al. 2007) for two stars, RX J1856.5−3754 and
RX J0720.4−3125, with derived distances of 161+18
−14 and
360+170
−90 pc. XDINSs therefore appear to be faint objects
with X-ray luminosities in the range 1030–1032 erg s−1.
The most probable origin for the soft X-rays observed
from XDINSs is thermal emission from middle-aged (∼
105–106 yr) cooling neutron stars (see, e.g., Haberl 2007,
and references therein). This makes these objects im-
portant laboratories for testing theories of neutron star
cooling, and therefore for nuclear physics. It seems un-
likely that the soft X-rays are due to Bondi-Hoyle ac-
cretion from the interstellar medium because of the large
proper motions measured for the three brightest XDINSs
(Walter & Lattimer 2002; Zane et al. 2006; Kaplan et al.
2007).
X-ray pulsations with periods in the range 3–12 s
have been detected in at least six XDINSs. Assuming
that these neutron stars were born with periods of order
milliseconds, the current periods imply strong magnetic
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fields B ∼ 1013 G, to provide spin-down. This scenario
has obtained support from independent measurements of
B. First, for all XDINSs but RX J1856.5−375, broad ab-
sorption features at energies ∼ 100–700 eV were found
in their X-ray spectra (Haberl et al. 2003; van Kerkwijk
et al. 2004; Haberl et al. 2004a,b; Zane et al. 2005). If
due to proton cyclotron resonance, and/or bound-free
or bound-bound transitions in H, H-like, and He-like
atoms, they imply magnetic field strengths of the or-
der of ∼ 1013 − 1014 G. Independent measurements of
1.5×1013, 2.4×1013, 3.4×1013, and 2×1013 G were ob-
tained by van Kerkwijk & Kaplan (2008), Cropper et al.
(2004), and Kaplan & van Kerkwijk (2005a,b, 2009) for
RX J1856.5−375, RX J0720.4−3125, RX J1308.6+2127,
and RX J2143.0+0654 from the period derivative (deter-
mined through phase-connected timing techniques) un-
der the assumption of magneto-dipolar losses.
Neither associations with supernova remnants nor con-
fident detections of radio emission have been found for
any XDINS thus far. For RX J1856.5−3754 a limit
of 4 mJy on the pulsed flux from a 430-MHz observa-
tion with the 64-m Parkes radio telescope and a 5σ up-
per limit of 0.6 mJy on the continuum flux at 5 GHz
from a 330-s VLA snapshot observation were reported
by Walter et al. (1996) (see also Brazier & Johnston
1999; Perlman et al. 1996). Assuming 3% duty cycles
for RX J0720.4−3125 and RX J0806.4−4132, 3σ upper
limits of 0.05 mJy on pulsed radio emission were obtained
at 1384 and 1704 MHz using the Australia Telescope
Compact Array radio interferometer (Johnston 2003). A
slightly better limit of 0.02 mJy at the 8σ-level (for a duty
cycle of 1%) for the pulsed flux of RX J0720.4−3125 was
estimated by Kaplan et al. (2003b) from Parkes obser-
vations at 1374 MHz. They have also reported an upper
limit at 644 MHz of about 0.2 mJy given the same detec-
tion limit and duty cycle. No radio pulsations or isolated
pulses were found in a Parkes search of RX J2143.0+0654
at 0.78 and 2.9 GHz reported recently by Rea et al.
(2007). For a pulse duty cycle of 5%, they obtained flux
density upper limits of 0.33 and 0.06 mJy at 0.78 and
2.9 GHz, respectively. Recently, Malofeev et al. (2005,
2007) reported the detection of weak radio emission from
two XDINSs, RX J1308.6+2127 and RX J2143.0+0654,
at the very low frequency of 111 MHz with the Large
Phased Array (BSA) at Puschino Radio Observatory.
They measured flux densities of 50±20 and 60±25 mJy,
for RX J1308.6+2127 and RX J2143.0+0654, respec-
tively. Though very intriguing, independent observations
with other telescopes at similar frequencies are essential
to confirm these detections.
There are many striking similarities between X-ray dim
isolated neutron stars, magnetars, rotating radio tran-
sients (RRATs) (McLaughlin et al. 2006), and high-B
long-period radio pulsars. They occupy similar, but not
identical, overlapped regions in the period (P ) and period
derivative (P˙ ) diagram shown in Fig. 1, with ages and
magnetic fields suggesting evolutionary relationships.
Most of the RRATs were not yet observable at X-
ray energies due to their poor position localization. At
present, however, seven out of eleven RRATs have tim-
ing solutions and hence positional accuracies suitable
for X-ray observations (McLaughlin et al. 2009). X-
ray pulsations were already detected from the 4.26-s
RRAT J1819–1458 in a 43-ksec XMM-Newton observa-
tion (McLaughlin et al. 2007). The X-ray pulsations and
inferred blackbody temperature are consistent with the
properties of both the XDINSs and of normal X-ray de-
tected radio pulsars. However, the spectral feature de-
tected is similar to those seen in the spectra of XDINSs
(van Kerkwijk & Kaplan 2007). The X-ray properties
of this source are also similar to those of the transient
magnetar XTE J1810–197 in quiescence (Ibrahim et al.
2004; Gotthelf et al. 2004). However, the radio emission
characteristics of these two neutron stars appear to be
quite different.
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Fig. 1.— P -P˙ diagram. Lines on the top mark the period values
for objects with no measured period derivatives: three RRATs
(solid), one soft γ-repeater, SGR 1627−41, and two anomalous X-
ray pulsars, AX J1845−03 and CXO J164710.2−455216 (dashed),
and two XDINSs RX J0420.0−5022 and RX J1605.3+3249 (longer
dashed). High-B long-period radio pulsars are those with periods
> 1 s and magnetic fields B > 1013 G (see Section 5). Dotted lines
are those for constant inferred dipolar magnetic field strength and
constant characteristic age. The dashed line depicts the quantum
critical field of 4.4× 1013 G.
An appealing option, then, is that RRATs are simply
more distant XDINSs (Popov et al. 2006b). Being that
RRATs are at much larger distances (a few kpc, as de-
rived from their dispersion measures (DMs) compared to
a few hundred pc for the XDINSs), their dim X-ray emis-
sion would not have been detectable (and, indeed, was
not detectable for J1819–1458) in the ROSAT all-sky sur-
vey. If this hypothesis is correct, the putative transient
radio emission from XDINSs should be easily observed.
However, to our knowledge, all previous radio investiga-
tions, except the recent observation of RX J2143.0+0654
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(Rea et al. 2007), only focused on search for periodic ra-
dio pulses, like those seen in ordinary pulsars. In this
case, any RRAT-like radio emission could have escaped
detection.
In this paper we attempt to directly test this hypoth-
esis, and report on the results of an 820-MHz search
for periodic and transient radio emission from six out of
the seven known XDINSs visible from with the Robert
C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT). We searched for
periodic emission using the standard Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) algorithm, and also included a Fast Folding
Algorithm (FFA), known to be more sensitive to long-
period signals. We also incorporated a search for single
dispersed pulses.
We describe the observations in Section 2 and data
reduction techniques in Section 3. The results of our
searches are presented in Section 4. The implications
of these results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, in
the Appendix, we give a brief review of the FFA used
to search for pulsed radio emission, and provide a freely-
available program which implements the search.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Observations of six XDINSs at a center frequency of
820 MHz were carried out with the GBT from 26 May
2006 to 2 June 2006. Two orthogonal polarizations were
summed and the total intensity was recorded using the
pulsar SPIGOT backend (Kaplan et al. 2005), a digi-
tal correlator which records 1024 3-level autocorrelation
functions across a 50 MHz band, sampled every 81.92 µs.
The system temperature of the 0.68–0.92 GHz prime fo-
cus receiver is 25 K. We observed all six XDINSs that
are visible at the GBT. Several test pulsars were also ob-
served for short exposures for setup and calibration, and
to check the search procedures that we applied to the
XDINSs. Among those observed was the 1.24-s pulsar
J0628+09, discovered through a search for single pulses
in the Arecibo PALFA survey (Cordes et al. 2006). The
list of sources is given in Table 1 with the modified Julian
day (MJD) of observation and the total observing time.
The choice of 820 MHz was determined by the follow-
ing considerations. The spectral indices of XDINSs are
unknown. However, their non-detection so far at radio
frequencies > 1 GHz together with the possible recent
detection of pulsed radio emission from two XDINSs at
111 MHz (Malofeev et al. 2005, 2007) suggest that the
radio spectra are steep (see Section 5), making lower
frequencies preferable. In addition, frequencies around
1400 MHz at the GBT are more affected by radio fre-
quency interference (RFI). The ideal choice of 350 MHz,
which is less affected by RFI, was impossible due to re-
ceiver interchange issues at the time of the observations.
Each XDINS was observed two or three times, with
each observation typically lasting for 4 hours. However,
two out of three observing sessions of RX J0806.4−4123
were only 2.5 and 2 hours long, and one of three observing
sessions of RX J1308.6+2127 was only 2 hours long. The
optimal duration of 4 hours was chosen as to be greater
than the maximum average interval between consecutive
pulses for the RRAT sources. This is about 3 hours for
RRAT J1911+00 (McLaughlin et al. 2006).
3. DATA REDUCTION
TABLE 1
Observations summary.
Source MJD Tobs Ns Tsky
(h) (K)
XDINSs
RX J0720.4−3125 53881 3.84 x 7
53883 4 1
RX J0806.4−4123 53882 4 x 9
53884 2.5 1
53885 2 1
RX J1308.6+2127a 53881 4 x 6
53883 4.25 2
53885 2 x
RX J1605.3+3249b 53882 4 x 7
53884 4 1
RX J1856.5−3754 53886 4 3 11
53888 4 x
RX J2143.0+0654c 53886 4.08 3 7
53888 4 x
Radio Pulsars
B0540+23 53881 1 min 1 11
B1534+12 53884 15 min 1 10
53886 2 min 1
J0628+09 53885 2 1 9
Note. — Tobs is the total duration of the observing run in
hours, Ns the number of sections into which the data were split
due to jumps in baseline. The duration of each section is given
as trun in Table 2. The symbol ’x’ means that these data were
excluded from our analysis due to large contamination by RFI.
Tsky is the sky temperature extrapolated from the all-sky 408-
MHz survey by Haslam et al. (1982) using a spectral index for the
sky background radiation of −2.6. The contribution of the cosmic
microwave background is also taken into account.
a RBS 1223
b RBS 1556
c RBS 1774
All the processing described here was carried out on
a Beowulf cluster at West Virginia University. The raw
autocorrelation functions for each time sample recorded
by the SPIGOT were first corrected for 3-level quantiza-
tion biases before being Fourier transformed to synthe-
size 1024 frequency channels across the 50 MHz band.
To reduce the computational requirements in our search,
where predominantly long-period signals are expected,
the data were subsequently downsampled by a factor of
six for an effective time resolution of 491.52 µs using
the SIGPROC 10 package. To characterize the RFI en-
vironment during our observations, we used the rfifind
program from the PRESTO11 package on all data. The
program searches for strong broad-band outbursts and
periodic interference and creates a mask which can be
applied to further processing.
Almost all of the data were severely affected by RFI,
with half of it (see Table 1) of such bad quality that
we excluded them from our analysis. Fig. 2 shows an
example of one of the omitted observations. All RFI
10 http://sigproc.sourceforge.net
11 http://www.cv.nrao.edu/ sransom/presto
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TABLE 2
XDINSs processing summary
XDINS P P˙ d trun Nchignored DMmax DMstep Ref
(s) (10−12 s s−1) (kpc) (s) (%) (pc cm−3) (pc cm−3)
RX J0720.4−3125 8.39 0.0698 0.36 14400 13 98 1.21 1,2
RX J0806.4−4123 11.37 < 2 9000 — 172 0.7 3,4
2321 20 1.45
RX J1308.6+2127 10.31 0.112 7923 0.1 27 1.21 5,2
7297 0.1
RX J1605.3+3249 6.88? — 14400 — 31 0.6 6
RX J1856.5−3754 7.055 0.0297 0.161 1680 — 37 0.6 7,8
6002
3741
RX J2143.0+0654 9.437 0.04 2961 12 33 1.21 9,10
1441 12
5682 15.4
Note. — Column 4 lists the parallax distances for two XDINSs from van Kerkwijk & Kaplan (2007) and Kaplan et al. (2007). However,
for all neutron stars the values of DMmax were obtained assuming distances of 1 kpc and then doubled. For radio luminosity estimation in
Table 3 we used distances listed in column 4 for two sources and a conservative value of 1 kpc for the other sources. The values of P and
P˙ are from the papers given in column 9.
References. — (1) Haberl et al. (1997) (2) Kaplan & van Kerkwijk (2005a) (3) Haberl & Zavlin (2002) (4) Haberl et al. (2004a) (5)
Haberl et al. (2003) (6) Haberl (2007) (7) Tiengo & Mereghetti (2007) (8) van Kerkwijk & Kaplan (2008) (9) Zane et al. (2005) (10) Kaplan
& van Kerkwijk (2009)
seemed to be of either equipment and external nature.12
In addition to the large amount of broad-band impulsive
RFI, we also measured a large feature at around 818 MHz
having a bandwidth of about 2.5 MHz. This is a resonant
frequency from the orthomode transducers that split the
polarizations.13 This strong feature affects about 100
channels in almost all the data so we excluded them from
our processing.
Fig. 2.— An observation of RX J0806.4−4123 severely affected
by RFI. Shown is the flux density in arbitrary units versus the time
(top axis) or sample number (bottom axis) for about 8000 s of a
4-h observation. The plot was made by dedispersing the data with
DM= 0 pc cm−3 using the prepdata program from the PRESTO
package. Gray lines represent the average and ±1σ contours. Each
of these quasi-periodic negative bursts consist of many shorter
leaps.
12 See the GBT PF1 800 MHz RFI Survey at
http://www.gb.nrao.edu/ tminter/rfi/PF800-rfi.shtml for the
list of known RFI in this frequency band.
13 http://www.gb.nrao.edu/electronics/GBTelectronics/Receivers/prime.html
3.1. RFI Excision
For the half of the data that were not excluded, we
created a mask to zap the RFI by using the rfifind pack-
age from PRESTO. Zapped samples were substituted by
the mean of 80% of samples (excluding outliers) in every
30 s long chunk of data in each channel. However, even
after applying the mask, the time series at dispersion
measure DM = 0 pc cm−3 and at larger values exhibited
large outliers, fluctuations and jumps in the baseline lev-
els. This is because rfifind deals only with strong broad-
band outbursts by clipping them at DM = 0 pc cm−3
(all spikes stronger than 6σ by default) and with periodic
RFI (Scott Ransom, private communication). However,
there were still many interference signatures left in the
data of mostly non-periodic nature. In addition, some
data were influenced by jumps in the baseline that could
not be corrected by rfifind.
First, to overcome the jumps in power levels we di-
vided the corresponding data into several sections and
processed them separately. The fourth column in Ta-
ble 1 shows the number of sections that were used for
every observation. The duration of each observation is
given in Table 2 (column 5). Then, we dedispersed ev-
ery piece with DM = 0 pc cm−3 and inspected these
time series for RFI. To do this the rfimarker program
was written. All records were inspected manually, and
RFI-affected samples were selected by eye and flagged
using a cursor. Then another program rficut read both
the input data file and RFI binary list produced by rfi-
marker and replaced the bad samples by the average in a
window of 131072 samples, excluding the top 10% of out-
liers. We also inspected the bandpass and if there were
some frequency channels strongly affected by RFI, they
were excluded from further analysis. This was done by
providing a list of channels to ignore as an input option
to the dedisperse program from the SIGPROC package.
The percentage of channels that were ignored is listed in
Table 2 (column 6). The advantage of RFI excision is
shown in Fig. 3 where the diagnostic plot for the single-
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Fig. 3.— The single-pulse search diagnostic plots for the 1.24-s pulsar J0628+09 without RFI excision (left) and with the manual RFI
excision technique applied (using rfimarker, right). They have four smaller insets. Top: the histograms of the number of pulses versus
S/N and DM, and the dependence of S/N versus DM (from left to right). Bottom: the main time-DM plot with the size of the points
corresponding to the S/N of the pulse. The detection threshold is 5σ. Vertical lines of pulses are either stronger at zero DM or roughly
constant over all the DM range. They are RFI signatures rather than a real pulse, which would appear as a vertical segment of pulses
with S/N peaking at a non-zero DM and gradually fading towards the edges of the segment (see bottom plot of the Fig. 4 how the pulse
signatures appear for the low-DM fake pulsar). The train of pulses is clearly seen in the right plot (bottom inset). The strong peak in
S/N-DM inset confirms the detection.
pulse search for pulsar J0628+09 is shown both for orig-
inal data and the data with the masked RFI processed
with rfimarker.
A careful reader may notice that in our paper we
are focusing on searching for low-DM signals expected
from nearby XDINSs rather than higher DM signals such
as pulsar J0628+09. In the case of a low-DM source,
the chance of occasionally zapping a real pulse from an
XDINS is higher. Furthermore, in plots similar to Fig. 3,
it would be more difficult to distinguish real pulses from
zero-DM RFI. This is why the visual inspection aspect of
rfimarker is important; much of the RFI has repeatable
characteristic signatures that the trained eye will recog-
nize. To show that rfimarker does not zap real pulses,
we injected a fake pulsar signal into the real data shown
in Fig. 3 contaminated by RFI. We cleaned these data
with rfimarker, processed it in a range of DMs and made
a diagnostic single-pulse plot. We chose a subset of data
severely affected by RFI, namely a series of 600 s dura-
tion starting roughly 6000 s from the beginning of the
observation (see Fig. 3). The range of DMs processed
was 0–20 pc cm−3; therefore the contribution from the
pulsar J0628+09 itself, with DM= 88 pc cm−3, is negli-
gible. The parameters of the fake pulsar were randomly
generated from the range of the values we might expect
for XDINSs, namely P from 5–10 s, DM from 3–10 pc
cm−3, duty cycle from 0.1–2%, null fraction from 50–
90% and peak SNR from 7–15. The results are shown in
Figure 4. Without RFI excision, one can see many RFI
peaks across the entire range of DMs with a larger con-
tribution at lower DMs as expected. With RFI zapping,
the plot looks cleaner, but one still can see several ver-
tical lines similar to those we expected from RFI. They
are, however, actually the pulses of the injected fake pul-
sar. After the injection of the fake pulsar and clipping
we checked the parameters of the injected pulsar and
how many pulses were injected (we did not know them
in advance). There were 17 of them, in agreement with
the null fraction for this fake pulsar, its period and data
length. The number of these vertical lines is the same.
The time differences between them all are equal to the
integer number of periods of the fake pulsar (we used
this technique for real XDINSs data, see Section 4.3).
We did this experiment for several fake injected pulsars,
with similar results. Therefore, this confirms that our
manual RFI clipping technique does not zap real pulses.
However, as was mentioned above, it is difficult to dis-
tinguish between real low-DM pulses and RFI on the
single-pulse diagnostic plots. This is because it is hard
to tell whether the S/N peaks at a low DM or zero DM.
Using Eq. 12 from Cordes & McLaughlin (2003), the ra-
tio of the measured S/N of the pulse, when dedispersed
with the wrong DM, to the true S/N, is almost 1 for a
pulse width of 10 ms and error in DM of 1 pc cm−3 (given
the observing frequency and total bandwidth of our ob-
servations). For a larger error in DM of 10 pc cm−3, this
ratio is only 0.88 for a 10-ms pulse, and closer to 1 for
broader pulses which we might expect from XDINSs. In
any case, the broadening due to dispersion conserves the
pulse area, and due to the matched filtering techniques
we would get almost the same S/N, but with a larger ef-
fective sampling time, equal to the observed width of the
pulse. Thus, there is no significant decrease in S/N for
low-DM signals when one inspects the single-pulse diag-
nostic plots. All of the above considerations are true for
high-DM pulsars as well, but in the diagnostic plots we
inspect a much larger range of DM for them where the
decrease in S/N at zero DM is more noticeable.
To combat this difficulty, we used the same technique
which was used by McLaughlin et al. (2006) and resulted
in the discovery of the rotating radio transients. The
results of this search is given below in the Section 4.3.
3.2. Search pipeline
After the excision of RFI, each corrected observation
was dedispersed for a number of different dispersion mea-
sures, DMs, from zero to a maximum value DMmax (col-
umn 7, Table 2) with a step size of roughly 1 pc cm−3
(column 8). The DM spacing was determined by con-
sidering the dispersion smearing of 491.52 µs (1 sam-
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Fig. 4.— The time-DM plots from the single-pulse search analysis
for the fake pulsar signal injected into real data without RFI exci-
sion (top) and with the RFI clipping technique applied (bottom).
The RFI excision technique is described in Section 3.1. These plots
are similar to the bottom insets of Fig. 3. Three other similar
insets do not provide any necessary information and are not pre-
sented here. The real data used to inject the fake pulsar signal is
the chunk of length 600 s from the observation of pulsar J0628+09
offset by 6000 s from the start of the observation (see Fig. 3). This
particular chunk was greatly affected by RFI. The range of DMs
processed is 0–20 pc cm−3, thus the contribution from the pulsar
J0628+09 with DM= 88 pc cm−3 is negligible. The parameters
of the injected fake pulsar are: P = 7510.686 ms, DM= 3.27 pc
cm−3, duty cycle = 0.315%, peak S/N = 10.3, and null fraction =
79%. The vertical lines of large circles are true fake pulses rather
than RFI.
ple) in one frequency channel and the minimum pulse
width of 1 ms.14 We chose the maximum value DMmax
as double the prediction from the NE2001 model of free
electron density in our Galaxy (Cordes & Lazio 2002)
assuming distances up to 1 kpc for all sources. The cor-
responding searched distance ranges are certainly much
larger than any distance estimates for XDINSs (Pos-
selt et al. 2007) or known parallax distances reported
by van Kerkwijk & Kaplan (2007) and Kaplan et al.
(2007). Once the data were dedispersed they were then
searched for single pulses using the single-pulse search
technique described in Cordes & McLaughlin (2003).
The data were searched for periodic emission as well us-
ing two search techniques, the FFT and the FFA. Both
single-pulse and FFT searches are incorporated in the
SIGPROC pulsar software package. We wrote an FFA
search code ffasearch to implement the FFA algorithm
(see Appendix). This code has been proven to detect
known long-period pulsars with higher signal-to-noise ra-
tios (S/N) than traditional FFT searches.
4. RESULTS
No pulsed radio emission or isolated pulses were found
from any of the six observed isolated neutron stars. Ta-
14 Pulsars are known to have a broad inverse correlation between
the duty cycle and their period (see, e.g., Lyne &Manchester 1988).
The smallest known duty cycle of ≈ 0.03% from the ATNF catalog
belongs to the 6.8-s RRAT J1848−12. If an XDINS from this work
would have the same duty cycle, this would imply the pulse width
of about 2 ms for the RX J1605.3+3249, with the shortest period
in our list. Thus, we chose the conservative value of 1 ms in our
determination of DM spacing.
ble 3 summarizes the results. Column 1 lists the name
of the source, column 2 gives the 4σ flux upper limits
Slim on pulsed radio emission for an assumed pulse duty
cycle of 2%, and column 3 lists the upper limit on radio
luminosity at 1400 MHz, Lp,max1400 , in mJy kpc
2 assuming
spectral index15 α = −1.8 and either measured parallax
distances from Table 2 (column 4) for two XDINSs or a
very conservative distance estimate of 1 kpc. Column 4
gives the radio luminosity at our observing frequency of
820 MHz, Lp,max820 , with the same distance assumptions
as for column 3. Columns 5–7 summarize the results on
single-pulse emission and list the upper limits on single-
pulse detection rate, peak fluxes Ssplim and radio lumi-
nosities Lb,max1400 with the same assumptions as for radio
luminosity for pulsed emission. The spectral indices of
XDINSs are unknown, and for our estimates we used the
mean value of −1.8 measured for known radio pulsars
(Maron et al. 2000).
4.1. FFT Search
Though the FFT search is not efficient for long period
sources (see A.3), we still applied it to every observed
XDINS. We tried three incoherent harmonic summations
with 32, 64, and 128 harmonics. However, we did not find
any promising candidates.
4.2. FFA search
On the contrary, the FFA search should be very effec-
tive for long-period pulsars. The ffasearch program was
written to implement the FFA algorithm (see Appendix).
We performed this search for period ranges within 200 ms
of the reported X-ray period (see Table 2). These ranges
are much larger than the difference between the reported
barycentric X-ray period value and the topocentric pe-
riod at the date of observation even for a period deriva-
tive as large as P˙ = 10−11 s s−1. They are also much
larger than any reasonable uncertainties in the X-ray
periods. Following the matched filtering technique by
Cordes & McLaughlin (2003), every profile was rebinned
by different factors from 1 (no rebinning; sampling in-
terval is 491.52 µs) to N , where N corresponded to a
sampling interval approximately equal to 0.04P , where
P is the X-ray period. Thus, our search was sensitive for
all possible pulse widths up to duty cycles of 4%. We
have inspected the folded profiles for many candidates
and did not find any significant profiles down to a 4σ
detection threshold. Those profiles with peak fluxes still
above a 4σ level were undoubtedly of RFI nature because
they were detected over a broad range of DMs including
DM = 0 pc cm−3. We therefore quote a 4σ upper limit
on pulsed radio emission. As an example, Fig. 5 shows an
FFA diagnostic plot for RX J0720.4−3125. The presence
of a real pulsed source would show up as an elongated
train of candidates in both period and DM axes.
4.3. Single-Pulse Search
The single-pulse search is a very powerful tool to de-
tect strong individual pulses from sources whose regular,
periodic emission is too weak to be detected through a
15 The spectral index α is defined here as Sν ∝ να, where Sν is
the flux density at frequency ν.
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TABLE 3
XDINSs Results
Pulsed emission Bursty emission
XDINS Slim L
p,max
1400 L
p,max
820 rate upper limit S
sp
lim
L
b,max
1400
(µJy) (mJy kpc2) (mJy kpc2) (hr−1) (mJy) (mJy kpc2)
RX J0720.4−3125 8 4× 10−4 10−3 0.25 21 1
RX J0806.4−4123 10 4× 10−3 10−2 0.32 18 6.9
RX J1308.6+2127 10 4× 10−3 10−2 0.24 17 6.5
RX J1605.3+3249 8 3× 10−3 8× 10−3 0.25 22 8.4
RX J1856.5−3754 14 1.4× 10−4 3.6× 10−4 0.32 24 0.2
RX J2143.0+0654 13 5× 10−3 1.3× 10−2 0.36 20 7.6
Fig. 5.— Example of an FFA diagnostic plot for
RX J0720.4−3125. The top-left plot is the periodogram,
i.e. the folded profile’s significance for every periodic candidate,
the top-right plot shows the profile significance versus DM. The
plot on the bottom represents the S/N of the folded profiles versus
DM and the period. The darker points have larger S/Ns. The
expected signature of the pulsar is a bar of increased flux along
the DM axis (see Appendix for more details). Long lines over
a broad DM range are not real but rather due to strong RFI of
periodic origin.
periodicity search. The RRATs were discovered in this
way (McLaughlin et al. 2006). XDINSs show possible
connections with the RRATs, thus making the single-
pulse search very important.
We performed a single-pulse search for each isolated
neutron star in our analysis. The search was done for a
range of pulse widths using the matched filtering tech-
nique (Cordes & McLaughlin 2003) up to maximum
widths of about 503 ms (ten consecutive summations of
neighboring samples). If pulses were detected with sev-
eral different matched filters, only the candidate with
the largest S/N was recorded. For every XDINS we ob-
tained the candidates list of all events stronger than 5σ
and single-pulse diagnostic plots16 similar to those in
Fig. 3, 4. However, as was discussed in the Section 3.1
it is very hard to distinguish real low-DM signals from
zero-DM RFI in these plots.
To overcome this difficulty, we can make use of the
fact that any pulses from an XDINS should be emitted
16 The diagnostic plots for the single-pulse search can be found
at http://astro.wvu.edu/projects/xdins.
modulo the known rotation period (see Table 2). By
searching for the greatest common denominator of the
differences between all of the pulses, we can determine
whether they have an underlying periodicity. This was
the method used to reveal the periods of the rotating
radio transients (McLaughlin et al. 2006). Due to the
inevitable presence of some pulses due to RFI, we sim-
ply report the period that fits the greatest number of
differences, but do not require that all pulses fit. We ap-
plied this method to the test pulsar J0628+09 and the
fake pulsar from Fig. 4. For the pulsar J0628+09 we
found that, despite the presence of pulses due to RFI,
the underlying pulsar periodicity was evident. The fake
pulsar periodicity was found in the clipped data only,
emphasizing the importance of the RFI mitigation. Ap-
plying this method to the single pulses detected in this
XDINS search revealed no obvious periodicities. Because
we know the periods of the XDINSs a priori, we also per-
formed another search in which we took all of the differ-
ences between pulses and divided by the known period.
There was no evidence that any of the differences be-
tween detected pulses were integer multiples of the spin
period.
We therefore can conclude with confidence that our
single pulse search did not detect any pulses from the
XDINSs.
4.4. Flux Upper Limits
The minimum detectable flux of our survey strongly
depends on the pulse duty cycle, δ, as
Slim = 354
Tsys · S/N√
trunB
√
δ
1− δ µJy (1)
for our observing setup at 820 MHz. In this expression,
Tsys is the system temperature in K including sky contri-
bution, trun the observing time in seconds, B the effec-
tive bandwidth in MHz, and S/N the detection thresh-
old. Assuming a reasonable value of δ = 2%, greater
than the duty cycle of 65% of pulsars with P > 2 s, our
4σ detection limits range from 8 to 14 µJy for different
XDINSs depending on the length of the observation and
number of ignored frequency channels, i.e. the effective
bandwidth. The list of the flux upper limits is given
in Table 3 (column 2). The single-pulse duty cycles of
the RRATs are even smaller than 2%, with the mean
value around 0.5% (McLaughlin et al. 2006; McLaughlin
2009a). If the integrated duty cycles of possible radio
emission from XDINSs are the same as for RRATs, then
the flux limits are even smaller than those listed.
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For single radio pulses, the flux limits can be obtained
from
Ssplim = 11.2
Tsys · S/N√
wB
mJy , (2)
where w is the assumed pulsed width, and other quan-
tities are the same as in equation (1). Assuming pulse
widths w = 0.02P , where P is the X-ray period, we de-
rive 5σ upper limits on single-pulse fluxes ranging from
17 to 24 mJy. This list is given in column 6 of Ta-
ble 3. These limits are more than 5 times smaller than
the peak fluxes of the strongest single pulses from the
RRATs (McLaughlin et al. 2006; McLaughlin 2009a).
For two RRATs, J0848−43 and J1839−01, the peak
fluxes of the strongest pulses are 100 mJy at 1400 MHz,
which means that they should be even larger at our fre-
quency of 820 MHz, assuming typical pulsar spectral in-
dices. If XDINSs manifested the same single-pulse prop-
erties of the RRATs, they should be easily detected in
our observations at about the 60σ level.
4.5. Test observations of known radio pulsars
We successfully applied the same search pipeline to
data taken during the same observing session with
the same observational setup on the 246-ms pulsar
B0540+23, the relativistic binary pulsar B1534+12, and
the 1.24-s pulsar J0628+09. They were detected with
all three search methods (see, for instance, Figs. 3 and
7). For the pulsar J0628+09 the first FFT run did not
detect the main pulsar harmonic using the default inco-
herent foldings of 32 harmonics. The subsequent runs
with the summation of 64 and 128 harmonics found the
pulsar at a frequency of 0.8055 Hz (P = 1241.477 ms)
with S/N = 17.2 and 19.5, respectively. The value of
128 summed harmonics corresponds roughly to the pulse
width of about 10 ms (Nharm ∼ P/w). The S/N of the
integrated profile with a bin width of 10 ms is consistent
with the spectral S/N and is about 20. This corresponds
to a mean flux density of about 40 µJy at 820 MHz. Note
that this pulsar was originally detected only through a
single-pulse search (Cordes et al. 2006). For the rela-
tivistic binary B1534+12 the FFT and FFA searches give
S/Ns of about 11 and 8, respectively. Including an ac-
celeration search increases the S/N to 30, corresponding
to a mean flux of about 0.35 mJy. This value is smaller
than the expected mean flux at our observing frequency
of about 3.4 mJy (Wolszczan 1991; Kramer et al. 1998)
and can be accounted for by scintillation. The pulsar
B0540+23 was found with S/N of 76 in the FFT search
with 32 harmonics folds and of about 240 in the FFA
search. The mean flux of about 7 mJy that corresponds
to S/N = 240 is about 3 times less than the expected
flux at this frequency. This can be due to interstellar
scintillations with a timescale of about several minutes
(observing time was only 1 min). System overflow could
also have been an issue because the pulsar is very strong,
and the inherent 3-level sampling of the SPIGOT is sub-
ject to saturation for bright sources. The presence of
artifacts in the average profile further supports this sug-
gestion.
5. DISCUSSION
The elusive radio emission of XDINSs, the sporadic
radio activity of the RRATs, and the recently discov-
ered transient radio emission from allegedly ‘radio-quiet”
magnetars (Camilo et al. 2006, 2007) hint at close rela-
tionships between these classes of neutron stars. Popov
et al. (2006b) have shown that the implied birthrate of
RRATs is more consistent with that of XDINSs than that
of magnetars. As shown in the P -P˙ diagram (Fig. 1),
RRATs and XDINSs also have similar periods and pe-
riod derivatives, implied ages and magnetic fields. More-
over, X-ray observations of one RRAT (McLaughlin et al.
2007) reveal properties similar to those of XDINSs (i.e. a
purely thermal spectrum with kT ∼ 140 eV and a broad
absorption feature at ∼ 1 keV). However, the RRATs
spin-down properties are also consistent with those of the
normal pulsar population and transient magnetars in qui-
escence. The nearby (≃ 300 pc) radio pulsar B0656+14,
in addition to underlying weak emission of broad pulses,
manifests extremely bright spiky emission (Weltevrede
et al. 2006). Because of this, it would only be detected
as an RRAT were it placed at a distance of a few kilo-
parsecs (Weltevrede et al. 2007).
The distances to the XDINSs are also believed to be
much smaller than those to the RRATs (. 1 kpc). Thus,
we should have had high sensitivity to RRAT-like radio
emission. Indeed, with the average 1σ sensitivity to sin-
gle radio pulses of 4 mJy for the XDINSs, the strongest
pulses, with the same properties as those of the RRATs
(McLaughlin 2009a), would be detected with S/N > 60.
However, we have not detected such isolated radio pulses
or any periodic emission from the six XDINSs we have
observed. Our non-detection of such emission, however,
does not necessarily mean that there is no relationship
between the two source classes.
The radio emission of XDINSs may simply be more
sporadic than that of the RRATs. We estimated the up-
per limits on the rates of possible pulses from the XDINSs
as less than one event in the full observing time for every
source (see Table 3, column 5). These limiting pulse rates
range from 0.24 pulses per hour for RX J1308.6+2127
to the maximum rate of 0.36 for RX J2143.0+0654.
The smallest average pulse detection rate of the known
RRATs is 0.3 pulses per hour for J1911+00. This value
corresponds exactly to the average upper limit on pulse
detection rates for all XDINSs. However, some RRATs,
like J1839–01, show extreme variations in their pulse de-
tection rates and have periods where the detection rate
is much less than 0.3 pulses per hour.
Another possibility is that XDINSs may be truly
“radio-weak” or “radio-quiet”. The derived upper limits
for the radio luminosities of pulsed emission at 1400 MHz
Lp,max1400 are very small, (0.14 − 5) × 10−3 mJy kpc2 (Ta-
ble 3, column 3). No normal radio pulsars are known to
have such low values of radio luminosity at 1400 MHz,
with only six radio pulsars having values smaller than
0.1 mJy kpc2.17 However, this could be due to our lack
of knowledge about the spectral indices of XDINSs. In
our estimates we have used the mean value of spectral
indices for normal radio pulsars of −1.8. To avoid us-
ing such an uncertain quantity we also compared radio
luminosities of XDINSs with that of normal radio pul-
sars at our frequency of 820 MHz. Upper limits of the
radio luminosities of XDINSs at 820 MHz are listed in
17 See ATNF pulsar catalog at
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat.
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column 4 of Table 3. For comparison we chose 285 pul-
sars with known spectral indices and radio luminosities
at either 1400 or 400 MHz. The lowest derived value of
radio luminosity at 820 MHz is 0.17 mJy kpc2 for PSR
J0030+0451 with only 8 pulsars having luminosities be-
low 1 mJy kpc2. Thus, by any means the pulsed radio
luminosities of XDINSs are much weaker than those of
normal radio pulsars. Column 7 of Table 3 lists the upper
limits for single-pulse luminosity at 1400 MHz. They are
all less than 10 mJy kpc2, but probably the true value
is even less, < 1 mJy kpc2, as for RX J0720.4−3125
and RX J1856.5−3754 with measured parallax distances.
The minimum single-pulse luminosities for RRATs are
believed to be about 100 mJy kpc2 (McLaughlin et al.
2006; McLaughlin 2009a). Therefore, the “radio-weak”
or “radio-quiet” scenario is consistent with our results.
Perhaps the most likely possibility, however, is that
XDINSs simply represent a sub-sample of long-period or-
dinary radio pulsars with relatively high magnetic fields.
Being nearby objects, their radio emission could escape
detection in our deep observations due to unfavorably
aligned radio beams. Indeed, assuming the radio pul-
sar mean beaming fraction f = 0.1 (Tauris & Manch-
ester 1998), i.e. the probability that any pulsar’s emis-
sion beam intersects our line of sight, then the probabil-
ity that all six XDINSs are beamed away from the Earth
is (1 − f)6 = 53%. For long-period pulsars this prob-
ability could be even as high as 83%, if instead of the
mean value of 0.1 one uses the relation (15) from Tau-
ris & Manchester (1998) between beaming fraction and
the pulsar period, for the periods from Table 2. In other
words, we would need a sample of about 40 sources to
provide a 1σ probability of at least one of their radio
beams intersecting our line of sight.
Are there any long-period high-B normal radio pul-
sars known to emit in X-rays, and if so, are their prop-
erties consistent with those of XDINSs? There are 34
rotation-powered radio pulsars in our Galaxy, listed in
the ATNF pulsar catalog, with periods > 1 s and mag-
netic fields B > 1013 G. As discussed, the X-ray prop-
erties of RRAT J1819−1458 are remarkably similar to
those of XDINSs (McLaughlin et al. 2007). To our
knowledge only four of the remaining 33 — B0154+61,
J1718−3718, J1814−1744 and J1847−0130 — have been
observed in X-rays. No X-ray emission was detected from
the B = 2.1 × 1013 G, P = 2.3 s PSR B0154+61 in
a 31-ks observation with XMM-Newton (Gonzalez et al.
2004). Archival ROSAT and ASCA data (duration of
7.7 and 2 × 11.5 ks, respectively) do not reveal X-ray
emission from the field of the B = 5.5 × 1013 G, P =
3.9 s PSR J1814−1744 (Pivovaroff et al. 2000). A recent
6-ks observation with Chandra also resulted in a non-
detection (PI: Camilo, proposal number 0207010101).
No X-ray emission was also found from the 6-ks ASCA
archival data of the field containing J1847−0130, with
B = 9.4× 1013 and P = 6.7 s. (McLaughlin et al. 2003).
However, for pulsar J1718−3718, with B = 7.4× 1013 G
and P = 3.3 s, very faint X-ray emission was found by
Kaspi & McLaughlin (2005) in a much longer 55.7-ks
Chandra observation. The thermal spectrum resembles
that from XDINSs, but a longer observation of J1718–
3718 is needed to draw any firm conclusions.
While B0154+61 has a DM-derived distance of only
1.6 kpc, the non-detection of X-ray emission from the
very high magnetic field pulsars J1847–0130 and J1814–
1744 could be due to their large distances (7.7 kpc and
9.8 kpc, respectively, compared with 4.9 kpc for X-
ray faint J1718−3718) and the shorter integration times
used. If deeper X-ray observations would allow to de-
tect and recognize them as XDINSs, this will strongly
support the hypothesis that XDINSs are simply nearby
long-period high-B normal radio pulsars beamed away
from us. Rapidly evolving to long periods, they still can
be detected in X-rays if they are nearby and cooling of
the neutron star is not yet completed. Further X-ray
and optical observations with long integration times of
long-period high-B radio pulsars are necessary to con-
firm their relation with XDINSs.
This attractive picture, however, does not agree well
with the results from population syntheses. Under the
standard assumptions about neutron star cooling (see
Page et al. 2006, and references therein) the birth rate
of XDINSs is higher than that of high-B pulsars (Popov
et al. 2006b; Vranesevic et al. 2004). The XDINSs can be
older, and so have a lower birth rate consistent with that
of long-period high-B radio pulsars, only if their cooling
does not follow the standard model (e.g., Blaschke et al.
2004; Page et al. 2004; Yakovlev & Pethick 2004). This,
however, is very improbable because standard popula-
tion synthesis models reproduce the local population of
neutron stars very well (e.g., Popov et al. 2006a). The
assumption that the birth rate of high-B pulsars is un-
derestimated, though possible, does not correspond to
the log-normal distribution of the magnetic fields of the
pulsar population (Faucher-Giguere & Kaspi 2007). A
joint population synthesis of radio pulsars and cooling
isolated neutron stars with non-standard assumptions —
such as, heating due to magnetic field decay and influ-
ence of magnetic fields on cooling (Pons & Geppert 2007;
Aguilera et al. 2008) — could be very relevant. It is cer-
tainly possible that XDINSs represent a small group of
sources with unique properties and narrow radio beams
which do not intersect our line of sight.
Searches at lower frequencies, where radio emission
beams are believed to be wider (Radhakrishnan & Cooke
1969), may be more sensitive to radio emission from
XDINSs. Indeed, Malofeev et al. (2005, 2007) reported
the detection of radio emission from RX J1308.6+2127
and RX J2143.7+0654 at the low frequency of 111 MHz.
If the detection of Malofeev and co-authors is real, our
non-detection of radio emission from these two XDINSs
at 820 MHz implies that their spectral index α < −4.
In summary, we have presented the most sensitive lim-
its so far on periodic and transient radio emission from
XDINSs. The lack of detection makes comparisons be-
tween XDINSs and other radio populations of neutron
stars difficult. It is possible that the radio emission from
XDINS is truly very weak, but it is also quite plausi-
ble that XDINs have normal radio luminosities, but are
simply beamed away from us. Observations at lower fre-
quencies are necessary to further constrain the presence
of any radio emission. Extensive high-energy studies (X-
ray, optical) of known long-period high-B normal radio
pulsars and RRATs are required to support the hypoth-
esis that they belong to the same group as XDINSs. The
detection of more XDINSs and subsequent radio followup
observations are also crucial in this regard.
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APPENDIX
FAST FOLDING ALGORITHM
The Fast Folding Algorithm (FFA) was originally developed by Staelin (1969) to detect periodic signals in noisy
data. While the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) accomplishes this task in the frequency domain, the FFA works in
the time domain. The FFA is much faster than simply folding over a range of trial periods. The computational time
is reduced by avoiding the redundant summations for many trial foldings for different periods. In this appendix we
will not repeat the mathematical details of the algorithm, but will rather focus on specific aspects of applying this
technique to pulsar searches. The necessary background on the FFA itself can be found both in the original paper by
Staelin (1969) as well as in Lovelace et al. (1969), Burns & Clark (1969), Hankins & Rickett (1975), and Lorimer &
Kramer (2004).
Description
We start with a time series of N samples taken with sampling interval ∆t which contains a periodic signal too weak
to be detected over the noise without folding. For pulsar searches, this would be a time series dedispersed at some
particular dispersion measure, DM. A single FFA transaction calculates the number of trial folded profiles M = N/P0
in the range from P0 to P0 + 1, where P0 is the trial base period in samples. The trial base period in time units P
t
0 is
then P t0 = P0 ×∆t, and the period of every folded profile can be determined by
P t =
[
P0 +
1
M − 1 i
]
×∆t = P t0 +
P t0
N − P0 i ,
where 0 ≤ i ≤ (M − 1)18. The step ∆P is determined by the integer number of periods in the time series and the
sampling interval of the data, i.e. ∆P = ∆t/(M − 1) = (P0 ·∆t)/(N − P0) = P t0/(N − P0). The only thing the FFA
requires is for the ratio M to be a power of 2, or log2(N/P0) to be an integer. Another implementation of the original
FFA by Lovelace et al. (1969) requires both N and P0 to be a power of 2 rather than just their ratio. Without the
FFA this procedure would require N2/P0 summations, whereas with the FFA it is just N log2(N/P0).
In practice, the usual period range to be searched can be as large as several seconds, or in some specific cases only
a few milliseconds (for instance, when you know the period from observations at other wavelengths, as in the case of
the XDINSs). The FFA search will typically result in higher signal-to-noise ratio than FFT for pulsars with periods
> 6 s and pulse duty cycles up to 4%, or even for pulsars with periods & 2 s and small duty cycles up to 0.8% (see
below). In the frequency domain, these long periods correspond to frequencies of 1 Hz and less, which are in the lower
part of the spectrum, presumably dominated by red noise, making the FFT less efficient than the FFA.
Implementation
The described FFA method was implemented as a C program ffasearch19 to search for pulsars in noisy time series.
It executes successive single-algorithm operations for different P t0 from Plow to Phigh, the values of which are specified
in the command line. As the result, the sifted and full lists of candidates are created together with a plot containing
the periodogram and plots of the folded profiles for the three best candidates. An example of this diagnostic plot
is shown in Fig. 6 for the 1.24-s pulsar B0628+09. Some details of the candidate selection procedure, the candidate
sifting, rebinning, and duty cycles issues are given briefly below.
Candidate selection. For every base trial period P0 we have M different folded profiles with periods spaced by
∆P . From them we select only the three best candidates with the highest signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) of the maximum
peaks in their profiles, S/N = (Imax − 〈I〉)/σ, where the average intensity 〈I〉 and rms σ in the folded profile are
calculated by excluding a window centered on the peak Imax. The size of this window is 20% of the size of the profile.
For every candidate, we save S/N, period, the phase of the maximum, the number of other candidates with smaller
S/Ns with the same phases of the three best candidates, and duty cycle (see below). The full list of all detected
candidates is recorded into an ASCII file with other information such as DM, sampling interval, etc.
Sifting. Even with only three candidates for every trial base period P0, the final output list is very large, with
many candidates having similar periods. We therefore sift the full list, sorting by S/N and excluding candidates with
periods within 3% of the period of any of already sifted candidates. In the sifted list for every candidate the number
of other candidates with close periods that were excluded is noted.
18 Note that the formula given in Staelin (1969) is incorrect though it gives right values of periods for the cases of N = 12 and P0 = 3.
19 The program can be downloaded from http://astro.wvu.edu/projects/xdins.
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Fig. 6.— FFA diagnostic plot for a 2-hr observation of the 1.24-s pulsar J0628+09. The top left plot represents the periodogram, i.e.
the S/N of the most significant peak in the folded profile as a function of trial period. The three crosses in the plot mark the S/Ns of the
three best candidates. The other three plots, top-right and from left to right on the bottom, are the folded profiles for those three best
candidates. The profile of the best candidate (top-right) was folded with a trial period very close to the true topocentric period of pulsar
J0628+09 and has a S/N of about 9. The matched filtering technique was applied with the rebinning of folded profiles by up to 4 samples
(983 µs). The legend at the bottom shows the range of the searched periods and trial periods of the three best candidates together with
some other information.
Rebinning. Often the sampling interval of the time series is very small in comparison with the expected pulse
width of a pulsar. Therefore, rebinning will help to increase the S/N and speed up the search process. There are
three different types of rebinning that were implemented: (a) the preliminary decimation of the time series by several
samples before starting the FFA; (b) rebinning of each of M trial periods P0 before starting the FFA search; (c)
extra rebinning of every trial folded profile after the FFA run. Both (a) and (b) decrease the time resolution of
the original time series, increase ∆P and decrease the execution time. However, the “b”-rebinning has the major
advantage over the “a”-decimation that for every trial P t0 , all M periods are summed in phase, thus increasing the
S/N of pulsar candidates (the “a”-decimation and “b”-rebinning are the same only when P0 is an integer multiple
of the decimation factor, which is very unlikely). The extra “c”-rebinning represents the matched filtering technique
described by Cordes & McLaughlin (2003) for every folded profile after FFA run and was implemented to be sensitive
for pulsars with different pulse widths. This rebinning will not decrease the period resolution ∆P and is a small
increase in the execution time in comparison with the time required to run through all FFA operations. For long time
series, it is typically necessary to use the preliminary decimation to fit the entire data segment into memory, and then
use the “b”-rebinning to ensure reasonable execution times.
It is important to distinguish between rebinnings (b) and (c). The latter is applied to each of M trial folded profiles
for periods between P t0 and P
t
0 +∆t after the FFA. This procedure is the one that was referred to by Lovelace et al.
(1969) as searching different pulse widths “by adding the sums corresponding to different phases”. The “b”-rebinning
is applied not to trial folded profiles but to each of M periods P0 before the FFA run. This has the advantage of
significantly decreasing the number of FFA summations and the FFA execution time by reducing the number of bins
in the final folded profiles (if there is no need for smaller time resolution).
Duty cycles. The choice of rebinning determines the duty cycles of the pulsars to which the FFA is most sensitive.
Owing to the definition of S/N based on the single maximum bin in the folded profile, optimal detection will occur
when the pulse width is similar to the final sampling interval. Therefore, one should consider the overall preliminary
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Fig. 7.— An FFA diagnostic plot combining the results for a range of trial DM values for the 1.24-s pulsar J0628+09. The bottom
plot represents DM-P , with darker points corresponding to candidates with higher S/N. The two top plots are S/N of the candidates as a
function of a trial period P (top-left) and trial DM (top-right). The actual pulsar values of period and dispersion measure are clearly seen
in all three plots.
decimation and rebinning within the FFA as the one that determines the minimal pulse width (or duty cycle) optimized
in this particular search. Thus, if one searches the data from Plow to Phigh with an interval between adjacent bins
of ∆tffa then duty cycles ranging from ∆tffa/Phigh to ∆tffa/Plow are covered optimally. However, to increase the
sensitivity of the search to pulsars with larger duty cycles, it is worthwhile to rebin all the folded profiles by different
factors covering a larger range of duty cycles (i.e. the matched filtering technique, see Cordes & McLaughlin 2003).
The ffasearch program is now implemented in a way to perform this matched filtering (or “c”-rebinning) of folded
profiles after the FFA run for a selected range of pulse widths with an increment of 1 bin.
In addition to implementation of the FFA itself, a Perl -script, ffadmplot, was written that combines the FFA results
for all trial values of DM in a number of diagnostic plots. An example of this plot for pulsar J0628+09 is shown in
Fig. 7. At the bottom is a DM-P gray-scale plot with darker points corresponding to candidates with higher S/Ns.
The other two plots on the top show S/N as a function of trial period and DM. For the bottom plot, one can use either
grayscale or circles such as used for the single-pulse diagnostic plots20. This script has interactive plotting, allowing
the user to examine every point in all of three plots, select the candidates, and make a plot with folded profile for
every selected profile. As shown in Fig. 7 the true pulsar period is clearly seen in the bottom plot.
FFA vs. FFT
Simulation. To compare the efficiency of both the FFA and the FFT, we performed FFA and FFT searches on
artificial pulsar signals with different periods and pulse widths. For this purpose we used the fake program from the
SIGPROC package. This program creates time series of Gaussian noise with injected top-hat pulses with predetermined
period, width and peak signal-to-noise ratio. Then we ran both FFT and FFA searches on these time series with the
fake pulsar, recording the S/N with which the pulsar was detected in both searches. The sampling interval was chosen
to be 491.52 µs, the same as in the real XDINS data. The number of generated samples corresponded to an observing
time of 1 hour. The simulation was done for pulsar periods, P , ranging from 2 to 14 s with a step of 0.5 s and for 14
20 See http://astro.wvu.edu/projects/xdins or examples of single-pulse diagnostic plots in Cordes & McLaughlin (2003).
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different values of pulse duty cycle, δ, covering 0.1−1% (with stepsize 0.1%) and 2−5% (with stepsize 1%). Therefore,
in total we have 350 fake pulsars with different P and δ. The peak fluxes of injected top-hat pulses were different for
different P and δ to keep the total pulse energy the same among all trial fake pulsars. Thus, the peak flux density was
less for broader pulses. The number of harmonics summed in the FFT search was 32. For every combination of P and
δ we performed 30 different trials recording the S/Ns from both searches. The results of our simulations are shown on
Fig. 8 (left, dots) for two cases of δ = 0.2 and 1%. For other duty cycles the obtained dependencies are similar.
The plots show the dependence of the S/N for both FFT and FFA searches as a function of period. In addition to the
results from the simulation, the lines represent the derived analytical dependence (see below). The apparent decrease
of the S/Ns with increasing period and duty cycles is due to our requirement of constant energy for all individual
pulses, and because of fewer numbers of larger periods in our fixed observing time. It is clearly seen that for smaller
duty cycles (0.2%, narrower profiles) the FFA search performs better than the FFT even for small periods. However,
this is not that relevant as most pulsars with duty cycles < 1% have long periods. For instance, of 25 radio pulsars
in the ATNF catalog with duty cycles < 0.8%, 19 have period > 1 s. The broader the pulse (the larger δ), the longer
the pulsar period should be in order for the FFA search to be more efficient than the FFT search, particularly for the
δ = 1% the FFA search is only more efficient than FFT search for periods more than 4 s. It is worth mentioning that
fake pulsars with periods > 10 s and large duty cycles of 2–5% were not detected in the FFT search in every trial.
This demonstrates the importance of using an FFA search for very long period pulsars.
Analytic approach. In addition to the simulation, we can also make a comparison between the FFA and FFT
effectiveness from analytical considerations. Our simulation showed that the FFA is advantageous for pulsars with
short duty cycles. This is because short duty cycle pulsars distribute their power over many harmonics, and only a
limited number of harmonics are summed together in the FFT search. This number depends on the particular FFT
search procedure used, but a typical maximum number of summed harmonics is 32 (as in the current search and
simulation). Moreover, these harmonics are summed incoherently, further reducing the S/N that can be achieved with
the FFT. Contrary to the FFT search, the FFA search folds all the data in phase, or coherently. Larger S/Ns can
also be reached for pulsars with larger duty cycles (broader pulses) by rebinning the profiles with an optimal window
equal to pulse width. Thus, assuming that no power is lost in the FFA search, and estimating the power that can be
recovered during an incoherent sum of a finite number of harmonics for the FFT search, we can derive an analytical
expression for the ratio of detected S/Ns for the FFA and FFT search for a particular pulsar.
Consider for simplicity the periodic train Π(t) of top-hat pulses with amplitude S, period P , and pulse width w in
the presence of noise n(t) with zero mean and standard deviation of unity. We can write the pulse amplitude S as
Ep/δP , where δ = w/P is the pulse duty cycle, and Ep = wS is the pulse energy, chosen to be constant for all artificial
pulsars in our simulations described above. The signal-to-noise ratio, (S/N)ffa, of the single pulse in a non-decimated
time series Π(t) + n(t) is then equal to its amplitude S. By folding all periods together we increase the (S/N)ffa by√
Np, where Np = N/P = T/P
t is the total number of periods in the time series, N the total number of samples,
T = N∆t the observing time (1 hour in our simulation), ∆t the sampling interval (491.52 µs in the simulation) and
P or P t the pulsar period either in samples or time units. One can also increase the (S/N)ffa by using the matched
filtering technique, i.e. by rebinning the folded profile with the optimal window of pulse width w. This will increase
(S/N)ffa by
√
w. Thus, finally, the signal-to-noise ratio of our pulse train Π(t) from the FFA search becomes
(S/N)ffa =
Ep
√
N
P t
√
δ
.
To obtain the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio of the FFT-search (S/N)fft, we derive first the Fourier response of
our pulse train Π(t) =
∑
∞
l=0 SΠ [(t− lP + P/2)/w], where Π(t) represents the rectangular top-hat function of width
and height equal to unity. The term P/2 reflects the shift by half of the period from the origin (as in our simulated
pulse trains). It is easy to show that the complex n-th Fourier harmonic Fn of this pulse train Π(t) is given then by
Fn = −2S(1− δ)sinc[pin(1− δ)] (see, e.g., Bracewell 2000). The response of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) Ak
in the FFT search for n-th harmonic is NFn/2 for the ideal case when the frequency of the harmonic coincides exactly
with the frequency of the corresponding Fourier bin k, i.e. nN/P = k, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Usually this is not the case
and the harmonic amplitudes will be reduced by a factor of sinc[pi(k−nr)], where r is the real wavenumber defined as
r = N/P (so-called “scalloping” effect; see, e.g., Ransom et al. 2002). However, in our FFT search the interbinning
technique was used that improves the DFT response with a loss of sensitivity of not more than ∼ 7.4%. Therefore, in
our further consideration we will only consider the case without scalloping.
To estimate the average response of our harmonics in presence of noise and convert it into the S/N units we
need to know what are the values of the mean and root-mean-square deviation in our amplitide spectrum Ak =
[(ck + a
′
k)
2 + (dk + b
′
k)
2]1/2, where ck and dk are real and imaginary parts of the spectrum related to the signal, and
a′k and b
′
k are real and imaginary parts of the spectrum related to noise. The a
′
k and b
′
k are independent and normally
distributed with the mean zero and variance of N/2. The normalized amplitude spectrum of such a kind obeys the
non-central χ-distribution with two degrees of freedom (Evans et al. 2000; Johnson et al. 1994), and characteristic
parameter λk = [(2/N) · (c2k + d2k)]1/2, where c2k + d2k = N2F 2n/4 for all k = N/P, 2N/P, . . . and zero otherwise. The
mean, µk and rms, σk of this distribution are defined as µk = (pi/2)
1/2 ·L01/2(−λ2k/2) and σk = (2+λ2k−µ2k)1/2, where
L01/2(x) is the generalized Laguerre polynomial L
(α)
n (x) of degree n = 1/2 and α = 0. Hence, every Fourier bin of our
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Fig. 8.— Left. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) versus the pulsar period for two different duty cycles of δ = 0.2% (top) and δ = 1%
(bottom) for both FFT and FFA searches. Results from our simulation are plotted by dots, and the dependences of S/Ns from the analytical
consideration are shown by lines. Right. The “efficiency” of the FFA search versus the pulsar period and as a function of duty cycle. The
“efficiency” is defined as the ratio of the S/N of the fake pulsar detected with the FFA search to the S/N of the fake pulsar detected with
the FFT search. Six different curves represent the analytical dependence for different pulse duty cycles.
spectrum will have its own mean and rms values. For the harmonics related to our periodic signal Π(t) in presence of
noise the mean amplitude 〈An〉 will be equal to (pi/2)1/2 · L01/2(−N [S(1 − δ)sinc[pin(1 − δ)]]2). To convert 〈An〉 into
S/N units one needs to calculate the average 〈µ〉 of µk’s and average 〈σ〉 of σk’s over the whole spectrum excluding
Fourier bins related to signal. This corresponds to the case with values of ck and dk equals to zero, and Laguerre
polynomial L01/2(0) = 1. Thus, we have 〈µ〉 = (pi/2)1/2 and 〈σ〉 = (2−pi/2)1/2. Finally, summing up the 32 harmonics
in our FFT search, the FFT-search S/N of our artificial pulse train is
(S/N)fft =
1
〈σ〉√32
32∑
n=1
[〈An〉 − 〈µ〉] = 1
4
√
pi/2
4− pi
32∑
n=1
[L01/2(−N [S(1− δ)sinc[pin(1 − δ)]]2)− 1] .
These analytical dependences of the (S/N)ffa and (S/N)fft are shown on the Fig. 8, left, for two different duty cycles
of δ = 0.2 and 1%. They demonstrate quite a good agreement with our simulation results, especially for the FFA-
search. The FFT analytical curve for the duty cycle of 1% goes slightly above the simulation data points, reflecting
that we considered the ideal case without scalloping. Also we used the theoretical values of the mean 〈µ〉 and 〈σ〉
in the spectrum without the presence of signal. In real simulations these values are calculated in windows excluding
only strong outbursts of > 3〈σ〉. However, the small deviation of the argument in Laguerre polynomial can change the
result noticeably.
In Fig. 8, right we present the “efficiency” of the FFA search from the analytical derivation, or the ratio of S/N
of the fake pulsar detected with the FFA search to the S/N of the fake pulsar detected with the FFT search for a
number of duty cycles. As was expected, for the longest periods, above 6 s, the FFA search gives larger S/Ns than the
FFT for pulse duty cycles as large as 4%. Due to slightly over-estimated S/Ns for the FFT search of our analytical
expression, one should consider the curves as a lower limit only. The divergency between the analytical value and that
from the simulation is not more than 5% for duty cycle δ = 0.1% and increasing for larger duty cycles (of about 20%
for δ = 4%).
In practice, the efficiency of the FFA should be even better if low-frequency noise is present. We have checked our
simulations using relatively RFI-free segments of our XDINSs data with injected fake pulses. Surprisingly, we did not
find any significant difference between results between the modeled Gaussian noise and real noise. This, however, can
be strongly dependent on the observational equipment.
In a blind search for pulsars with periods less than about 6 s the FFT search is preferable, assuming that the number
of possible pulsars with small duty cycles is low, and because the execution time is typically much smaller than in case
of the FFA. However, for periods > 6 s the FFA search is preferable to the FFT for a large range of pulse duty cycles.
Thus, the FFA search should be included in all searches for long-period pulsars.
Testing
We have tested our program on a number of normal pulsars and on the two RRATs (J0848–43 and J1754–30) which
have recently been shown to be detectable through their time-averaged emission in observations with the GBT at
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350 MHz (McLaughlin 2009a). These RRATs provide excellent tests of the FFA because they generally have rather
long periods and small duty cycles that are similar to those of the XDINS. Both J0848–43 and J1754–30 were detected
using both the FFA and FFT searches with S/Ns that agree well with the FFA efficiency plot shown in Fig. 8, right.
Pulsar J0848−43 has a period of about 5.9 s and a pulse duty cycle of about 2%, which should result in roughly
similar S/N detections in the FFA and FFT based on Fig. 8, right. Indeed, it was detected with S/N ≈ 16 in the FFA
search and with S/N ≈ 19 in the FFT search. Pulsar J1754−30 has a period of 1.32 s and duty cycle of about 8%. As
expected, it was detected with larger S/N (≈ 44) in the FFT search than in the FFA search (≈ 25). This agrees very
well with our simulations that shows that the FFT search performs better for shorter periods and broader pulses.
Tests on a few other pulsars confirmed this result. As an example, PSR J0628+09, with period of 1.24 s and
small duty cycle of only 0.8%, was not detected in the FFT search at all using the default incoherent sum of 32
harmonics. However, it was detected with 64 and 128 harmonics with S/N of 17.2 and 19.5, respectively, owing to
increased sensitivity to narrower pulses. With the FFA it was even detected without the matched filtering technique,
i.e. without optimal rebinning with smoothing window equal to the width of the pulse. Both in the FFT and FFA, the
S/Ns are about the same for similar equivalent pulse widths, agreeing well with our simulation and analytical expression
(see Fig. 8). The non-detection of the pulsar with the FFT using the default incoherent sum of 32 harmonics is likely
due to its weakness because of the sporadic nature. This pulsar was discovered originally only in the single-pulse
search (Cordes et al. 2006). Thus, in case of weak pulsars or bright but intermittent pulsars the FFA has a significant
advantage against the FFT.
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